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Attendance Record 
Position Name Present Regrets Absent 

President  Brianna Workman X   

Vice President Administration  Husoni Raymond X   

Vice President Education  Emma Walsh X    

Vice President Student Life  Bibi Wasiimah Joomun  X   

Harrington Hall Representative Tyler Dupuis 
(Proxy: Laura Wade) 

X 
X  

  

Vanier Hall Representative  Megan Gibson X    

Holy Cross House Representative Madison King X   

Rigby Hall Representative Jenicca Jean X   

Off-Campus Representative Katrina Amos  X    

Off-Campus Representative Marlyne Vanderlee   X  

Off-Campus Representative Sarie Durelle X    

Social Inclusion Representative   Sarah Kohut X    

Sexuality & Gender Diversity 
Representative 

Sara Nason   X   

Indigenous Representative      

Member at Large Representative Nikita Spencer   X   

Member at Large Representative Hannah Moore  X   

International Student Representative  Diana Chavez  X   

Grad Class President Anisha Romany    X  

First Year Residence Representative Pamela “Graci” Young  X   

Faculty of Education Representative Stewart Corbett X   

 
Staff Present: Jarrod Ryan (Chair), and Recording Secretary (Brianna Hill) 

AQ Representatives:   
Guests Present:  
 

Call to Order and Quorum Call 
Meeting was called to order by Jarrod Ryan at 7:36 pm. 
Quorum was met with 11 voting members present.  

1. Approval of Agenda 
The agenda was presented to council. 
It was moved by Emma to adopt the agenda as presented. 
Seconded by Husoni. 
The adoption of the agenda was approved as presented. 
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2. Approval of the Minutes 
Sarah: Just in my report, when I mentioned Gignoo House I think it was wrote as Igneel or something like 
that. There’s just a misspelling. But it’s Gignoo, G-I-G-N-O-O. That’s all.  
 
Motion to approve minutes as amended was moved by Brianna. 
Seconded by Megan. 
Minutes was approved as amended. 
 

3. Business Arising from Minutes  
3.1. Capital Campaign Donation  
Upon the recommendation of the finance committee, be it resolved that Husoni moved a motion to donate 
$____ to the University’s Capital Campaign. 
Seconded by Stewart.  
 
Brianna: Maybe Wasiimah wants to chime in, or any of the folks, Megan, who was at the meeting last week. 
But I know there was a couple individuals around the table who had the chance to meet with, I think it was, 
Lily Fraser and Jodi Misheal, two of the VP’s of the University, and had some questions answered. So, my 
understanding is that meeting went quite well, which is great. The other thing that was circulated with the 
agenda, that I’ll just speak to briefly, was the draft gift agreement. So, of course, this is a draft. We would 
only sign this if council was to approve the donation. And so, you can see it does involve the whole donation 
which is both the fees generated, that is being collected from students over the next couple years, which 
started this year, as well as, the proposed or discussed amount of $50,000 from the STUSU’s reserve funds. 
And so, that total would be a student donation of $300,000, and so it describes that and lays that out. And 
then the purpose of the gift would be to enhance mental health services and programming at the University. 
The use of the gift would be to address trends associated with the rise of student mental health issues. 
There is a list of ways that the STUSU can choose, if we’d like to follow through, to be recognized for this gift. 
So, we can do an announcement, we can do external media. We can be listed on “Donor List” and different 
publications. So, just different ways for us to show and be recognized for giving this money. It does mention, 
as well, like in consultation with the STUSU and working with the STUSU, in terms of having this gift and 
dispensing how this money will be used. So, this gift agreement doesn’t encompass everything.  
 
The other bits that do lay out what exactly dispensing this money would look like is the committee, but we 
actually meet for the first-time tomorrow, which is cool. I think it’s Mental Health Advisory Committee is 
what it’s being called. So, both myself and Wasiimah have been invited to sit on it for this year. But I’m sure 
that in future years future STUSU Presidents and VP Student Life would be invited to sit on that committee. 
That would be the committee that will approve, “Okay, we’re going to take x amount of dollars, not even just 
the student dollars, but all the dollars that are generated for this mental health pillar of the Capital 
Campaign and we’re going to put it to this specific program or this specific event.” And so, we’ll have a lot of 
say on that committee, in terms of where, specifically, that money goes to. So, that’s good for us to know – 
that we’ll have that say in how student dollars are being disbursed through this campaign. There is, also, an 
Action Plan that the University has been developing over the course of a number of years, that they’ve really 
done some research into what the mental health concerns are, specifically on STU’s campus, what services 
are lacking and how the University can address it over the course of a number of years. So, those documents 
are, also, still in daft form, so we weren’t able to share them. But Wasiimah and I have seen them. We’ve 
been working with Brock over the summer and we’ll actually have a chance to sit down with that committee 
tomorrow and we’ll start talking about some things already. So, things are very much in the works, they’re 
just not finalized yet. So, you do have the gift agreement, I can answer any questions you folks might have. 
We were thinking this has been on the agenda for four weeks now, so if folks are comfortable, we were 
thinking of, perhaps, moving it to a vote this evening. But, again, its totally up to the discretion of council and 
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if you guys have questions and your comfort level at this time. So, I will entertain any questions or 

comments or whatever it may be.  
 
Sarie: So, is the $300,000 going to be given all at once or going in parts depending on when the money is 
collected from students?  
 
Brianna: So, if we were to approve the $50,000 we would write a cheque to the University and that would 
come out of our bank account. We’d probably have a little event or something about that and that would be 
a lump some. But everything else that’s generated through the fee, the University collects that fee every 
year. So, the beginning of this year when folks paid that $33 fee in September, the University collected that. 
And so, the same thing next year, they’ll collect another $33 from all students until four years is up. So, 
they’ll get some of it up front, if we were to approve this donation, and they’ve already gotten some from the 
fee this September. But it will be a pretty gradual donation over the course of the four years.  
 
Emma: I think that it is a really good initiative. I think it addresses, definitely, some gaps that we have at STU. 
But it’s also important, just to know, I guess for now and for the future, especially for the folks that are here, 
that we want to ensure that we hold the University accountable to use our funds for what we intended them 
to do. So, this is a great initiative and its, also, just as much the responsibility on us, after making the 
donation, to ensure it is used for the betterment of the student experience here at STU.  
 
Upon the recommendation of the finance committee, be it resolved that Brianna amended the motion to 
donate $50,000 to the University’s Capital Campaign for the purpose of enhancing mental health services 
and programming at the St. Thomas University.  
Seconded by Wasiimah. 
Motion was unanimously approved by council. 

4. Executive Reports 
 
4.1. President’s Report – Brianna Workman:  
Hello everyone, it has been two weeks and its been a really wild two weeks. So, I’m not going to go super into 
details, I know Emma is going to talk about CASA, as well. But that was what all of my last week was like and 
it was really busy, but it was really great. But, just before Emma and I headed out to CASA and a couple other 
things after the last council meeting, which I was present at, the day after I met with New Brunswick’s 
Steering Committee on Experiential Learning, which was great. We got some updates of just how the 
implementation of programs is going and all the Universities. We, also, got to see a mock up of the website 
and the marketing materials that government’s designing to market the fact that there are these new 
programs and there’s new money for students to access. STU, for example, has added a new webpage within 
the STU site for Experiential Learning, and so, it, kind of, links everything together. And it’s not super 
governmenty, it’s, actually, very nice branding and marketing, which is nice. It has a really good, fresh look, 
and I think that students will, actually, really connect with it, as well as employers, which is good.  
 
I, also, had an interview with the Telegraph Journal about unpaid internships. There is some protests 
happening in Quebec against unpaid internship, and so, I just wanted to relate that experience back to what 
is happening in New Brunswick with some of the movement we’ve seen on Experiential Learning, and the 
move away from unpaid internships with the amount of funding we now have. So, I did that interview in 
French, as Chair of the NBSA, so that was fun. I had a really, really fantastic meeting with Cat, from the 203, 
right before I left. Like I mentioned, I worked with Cat last year to do the STUSU’s rebrand - the lovely logo 
that’s on all of your placards. I love Cat, she’s an angel. Anyways, we just had a really good chat about 
different ways we can tell STU students about the 203, whether they want to access the services there or if 
they want to volunteer there. Cat says they have a number of STU students that are volunteering, which is 
fantastic. We, also, talked about the potential of running some kind of coordinated campaign about 
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normalizing the use of talking about pronouns in the new year, and coordinating that through the 

203 and have it run simultaneously on STU’s campus, UNB Fredericton and NBCC, and, potentially, 
even the Craft and Design College downtown. So, just to have it right across the city, at the same time, which 
would be really cool. So, more on that to come. It’s a campaign that already exists, it’s called ‘Sure, I’ll use 
your pronoun, it’s no big deal.’ And so, all the materials already exist online, so it would be pretty low cost 
and low budget. It would just require the STUSU getting stuff printed and things like that, and so I really like 
that. So, more on that, hopefully, to come in the new year once we pick dates and time lines, and stuff like 
that. 
 
We had an NBSA board meeting in Ottawa because we were all there, with the exception of one board 
member in person. So, we had a really, really lively board meeting as soon as we arrived in Ottawa, but we 
passed a bunch of new policies, which was really exciting. Some different policies about accessibility for like 
visually impaired students or just like physical accessibility of spaces on campus. We, also, passed the policy 
that I worked on, quite a bit, this summer on addressing the calls of the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission. So, there’s some really new, exciting policies on the NBSA website, if you want to go check it 
out. That was a great board meeting. Then, we did all the CASA things, so Emma will talk about this more. 
But Sunday and Monday we did some prep, we took meetings Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday. I took, 
approximately, 10 lobby meetings with folks from all over the place. I got some Quebec MP’s, I had some 
Maritime MP’s from New Brunswick and Newfoundland. I met with some folks from Ontario. So, all around, 
really great week. and then, this Monday, when I got back, I had an executive and HR call with the NBSA. 
Last Friday, we closed the applications for our Advocacy Week planning assistant position, which is a non-
permanent, full time position, a contract position with the NBSA. And so, the applications closed for that last 
Friday. So, this Monday we went over the applicants. We, actually, had quite a few people apply, which was 
great, and we shortlisted some folks for interviews. So, we’re doing a couple interviews tomorrow and a 
couple more on Monday. So, hopefully, within the next week or so, depending on how the first round of 
interviews go, we might do a second round. But we’re unsure, we’re waiting to see how the first round goes. 
But yeah, that was good. 
 
Then, I met with Kim Fenwick this week. And, I met with Autumn yesterday to just talk about some 
communications stuff coming up and, that’s about it.  
 
 

4.2. Vice President of Administration’s Report – Husoni Raymond: 
Hey everyone, so, I went away for Moot Court on Thursday, so I didn’t have my office hour in JDH. So sad 
that I missed out on the opportunity to talk with students and that’s not sarcasm, I’m actually, sad that I 
wasn’t there. No exec. meeting, as well, because all of us were gone, except Wasiimah. So, she held the fort 
down. And, we had a semi-finance meeting. We only approved one thing and that’s just because majority of 
the people, on the committee, couldn’t make it on Monday. So, we only approved one application and then, 
we’ll be reviewing the others in January when we meet again. It was for Emilie Hanlon for $100, for a 
training she’s looking to attend. The other two applications, we postponed making a recommendation on 
them until next semester, because we didn’t have a lot of people to discuss it in full and we thought it would 
be better to wait until next semester to discuss the two applications. One was from Global Brigades, and 
their trip is not until late next semester, and one is from a student and, also, their trip is not until late next 
semester. So, we thought it okay to postpone those decisions. I met with the executive members of the UNB 
Ski Club, which was approved last week, and they just had some questions about funding and how to apply 
for funding, etc., like how does the process work, as a ratified club, promoting their events, setting up in JDH 
for recruitment purposes, etc. So, I just went through the process with them.  
 
I’m doing some Black History Month planning, that is a student led initiative. Last year, we did a panel in the 
Kinsella. So, I’ve really started some planning on that. I met with professors to discuss some ideas, I’ve, also, 
met with students, Black student, of course, to see what their ideas were for the event next semester. I’ve 
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gotten some really good feedback, so, over the break I’ll be doing some more planning for that. So, 

hopefully, we’ll have everything finalized by next semester, for the event. We did an executive 
photoshoot on Monday and that was really successful, I really like the pictures, because we’ll all cute. 
 
(Sarah Kohut left at 7:56 p.m.) 
 
A student had an issue with their insurance, on a more serious note. So, I had to be working with Tina with 
that to get them some coverage. They’re on an exchange program and there was some miscommunication 
relating to the insurance. So, we’re really working on that. We had one of our employees resign this week, 
unfortunately. It’s too late this semester to hire someone new, it was our Activities Coordinator. So, we’ll be 
doing some hiring next semester. I don’t need to go into the hiring process, but if anyone is curious about 
how that goes, you can definitely reach out to me and I can discuss that with you. We’ll all volunteering for 
the formal tomorrow and that is my report for this week. But I’d like to say thank you to everyone for the 
amazing semester, and I’m really looking forward to working with you guys again for next semester.  
 
Emma: Thank you Husoni for a great report.  
 

4.3. Vice President of Education’s Report – Emma Walsh 
So, I was missing, and I have a lot of stuff, but I’ve tried to keep it pretty high level, just because this is for the 
past three weeks. Unfortunately, I got sick two weeks ago, the last time I was in Fredericton. Its been a very 
busy month. So, our International Education Week finished up. We had the International Opportunities Fair, 
which was, actually, a huge success, which I was really happy to see, especially because the first time I ever 
got involved with the STUSU, I helped put on the International Opportunities Fair in my second year. So, it 
really felt like a nice, little end to that. We’ve had some SCC meetings, we, also, had Senate. Brianna and I 
had senate two weeks ago, not a ton happened, but we did appoint two new student members to two 
separate committees. So, that was really excellent. We, also, had, for those of you who attended, we had the 
External Affairs Committee, which is one of my two committees that I am in charge of. So, we just had a brief 
meeting – it was Hannah and Brandon who ended up coming – so we barely met quorum, but we still had a 
good, little discussion, on, sort of, ways that we could use that committee. I’ve had some National Advocacy 
calls and some CASA board calls. I’ve, also, had my office hours in the helpdesk, at least, I think, twice since 
we last saw each other. We had the Member Relations Committee, which is a great time. I was just the 
interim Chair of that, and Nikita has now stepped up, she’s not here but, she’s the new Chair of that 
committee. So, you’re all to sit on that committee. We should, probably, all hear from her, sometime soon 
because it should meet once a month.  
 
After that, I headed out. Its been a very tumultuous last week and a half, for the students. So, we went to 
Bishops which is in Sherbrooke, Quebec for a caucus with the University tu dien de Québec or the Quebec 
Students’ Union, who was our partner, at the federal level, through CASA. That was a really excellent 
meeting, it was really just to see how another province runs their affairs. Kind of, comparing and contrasting 
to both for what we do at the Federal level but, also, the Provincial level, so that was pretty cool. As Brianna 
mentioned, we, also, had an NBSA board meeting while we were in Ottawa and then we had Advocacy 
Week, which was a really, really huge success. So, we went in with six asks this year, two of them had to do 
with international students. On was advocating for combined study and work permits when students come 
to Canada. Another one was about amending Article 91 of the Refugee and Immigration Act which, as it 
stands, makes it so schools, like St. Thomas, which are small and relatively poor, cannot afford to have their 
staff advise international students on immigrating to Canada or anything to do with immigration. So, that 
even means if your study permit is going to expire, then, they are legally not allowed to tell you how to go 
about renewing that permit. So, we’re really tumultuous saying this is an additional barrier that international 
students face.    
 
We, also, talked about creating a standard for sexual violence prevention across Canada, which is a really 
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cool initiative. We talked about investing in work integrated opportunities for people who are in 

boss fields, so Business, Humanities, Arts, Social Science and Education, which is very beneficial for STU 
students because, as it stands, there is a lot of funding at the Federal level, but that goes to STEM students. 
We talked about increasing research funding into the hands of students. So, in 2011, the funding that is 
available to students was significantly slashed, and so we’d like to see it return to the 2011 level. And finally, 
we talked about creating a grant program for graduate students because when the Federal government 
moved away from the tax credit system, they were able to allocate up front grants to undergraduate 
students, but they failed to do the same for graduate students. Graduate student demographics, in Canada, 
are changing a lot and we’re seeing that financial barriers are a huge issue for Canada and Canada is, 
actually, lagging behind other developed countries, in terms of how many graduate and PhD students we are 
creating or graduating.  
 
So, those were our six asks. They were super, super well received by all political parties that we talked to. 
We took, as a whole organization, 150 meetings. Brianna and I, together, took 18 meetings. I can tell you the 
10 people that I met with: I met with Matt Decourcey, who is the MP for Fredericton. He was super, super 
receptive. He’s also the Parliamentary Secretary of Immigration, Citizenship and Refugees. That was in the 
wrong order there, but that’s really great because two of these things had to do with international students, 
so a lot of move in the community there. I met Nathan Cullen’s staff because, unfortunately, he wasn’t there, 
but he is a Member of Parliament for the NDP, from just outside or, I think, a couple hours out of Vancouver 
in BC. I met with Randy Boissonnault, who was from Alberta, John Oliver, who is from Ottawa. Minister 
Catherine Mckenna, who is the Minister of Environment, and just an amazing person. Political affiliation 
aside, what a great lady, very intelligent, very kind, I’m just so inspired by her. Met with Joyce Murray, also, 
from Ontario, Judy Sgro and Bernadette Jordan. Great meetings, had a lovely time, and, also, really got a lot 
of work done, was able to answer a lot of questions. And so, I think it was an effective time.  
 
There was other things that we got to do while we were there, so I can just briefly touch on that. As I’ve, 
hopefully, mentioned before we do have an official partnership with the Mental Health Commission of 
Canada. Part of the partnership is facilitating a consultation between CASA members and the MHCC, so 
that was a big part of my job this past week was facilitating that consultation and it went super, super well. 
We got some really, really thoughtful input from student leaders across the country about the mental health 
issues that they see on their campus and talking about how the standard that the MHCC is creating will 
affect their students and how we can interact with it. So, I will now be co-authoring a report to send back to 
the MHCC, which is really cool. We, also, met with the Native Women’s Association in Canada and had just a 
really great, candid conversation with them about the ways that we can interact and really serve our 
indigenous students in a way that doesn’t tokenize them or place additional burdens on their shoulders. So, 
that was really excellent. Brianna and I had opportunity, with CASA, to attend the Centre Block Closing 
Ceremony, which is just a really breathtaking experience. We had the opportunity to see both Justin 
Trudeau and Andrew Scheer, who is the Leader of the Opposition, speak, as well as the Speaker of the 
House, Geoff Regan and Speaker of the Senate, George Furey, as well and the Governor General, Julie 
Payette. That was really cool.  
 
We, also, in our closing welcomed a new member, which was really awesome for CASA. So, now we’re up to 
23-member associations. The association is Camosun College Students Society (CCSS). They are from the 
Korea, we’re really, really, excited to have them. It’s always lovely to see our membership grow; and it adds 
more credibility to the work that we do but it’s, also, just a nice little family and everyone is happy to be 
there. We got all of our materials for #StudentsLetsAct and they’re really pretty and really beautiful. So, 
that’s something that I’ll, probably, have in the next coming weeks. That will be in the end of January, so we 
will be talking more about that if anyone is interested in working on it. And finally, we, also, had a fire side 
chat with Senators. There was no fire involved and I was very disappointed. But the actual chats with the 
Senators were really, really interesting. The Senate, to me, just coming from a Political Science background, 
is a really interesting political organ and hearing, sort of, how the Senate and Post-Secondary Education 
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Canada can really interact was a really good thought exercise and they really seem to be on board 

with students. In conclusion, it was a really, really excellent week. As a board member, super happy, as a 
member association, also, super, super happy and really good work getting done there. And that’s all and 
please feel free to ask me any questions.  
 

4.4. Vice President of Student Life’s Report – Bibi Wasiimah Joomun 
I have the shortest report out of all the executives. So, I’ve been really involved in finalizing things for the 
Winter Formal, so that has been keeping me busy, quite often. As Husoni mentioned, our Activities 
Coordinator resigned, so I’ve been really tying the nots there. On Monday I met with the Sexual Assault 
Prevention team. So, the team comprises of Maggie Forsythe, our campus Sexual Assault advocate, 
members from the NBCC and members from UNB. So, just to, kind of, see what we did throughout this 
semester and what our plans are going to be for the next year. It was a really great and productive meeting, I 
was so happy to be there. It was two hour long but very productive. So, there are a lot of things coming our 
way next semester, so stayed tuned for that. Today, self care packages were given out. We were hoping to 
have it last Friday but then we coordinated with the Mental Health Support System and some of them were 
given out today. If you received one of them and there is a little quote, I wrote those quotes and I hope you 
live by them because they are of inspiration to me. I, also, had my helpdesk hour today. It was the busiest 
helpdesk hour I have ever had, so many people came to buy the tickets, I didn’t even have a minute to sit 
down. But, got to chat with a lot of students.  
 
Update on the Winter Formal, there will be chartered buses from10-11p.m. from the Fredericton 
Convention Centre to campus. So, make sure you let people know because very often transportation can be 
why many people do not come, especially in residences where they do not have a way to get there and back. 
So, SafeRide will be available and things like that, but we have the bus from 10-11 to bring you back to 
campus. And finally, next Wednesday, I’ll be in Toronto for a PEP-AH Conference, I’m very excited for that. 
So, I’ll be there in my capacity as Atlantic Regional Representative. I’m very excited to go there and bring 
back what other universities have been doing to our next meeting, which will be next semester. And Husoni 
said, to everyone, thank you for being here and this amazing semester.  
 
Husoni: How did you write this note? 
Wasiimah: I typed it.  
 
Emma: I, also, want to say thank you to you folks, especially for coming tonight. I know this is a really busy 
time for everybody. But we have cookies, that is an excellent incentive to come. But its, also, been a really, 
really productive semester, I think, and I’m really inspired by the passion you all bring. Keep up the good 
work.  
 
Wasiimah: Thank you for saying that more nicely than I did. 
Emma: That was my intention.  
 

5. Employee Updates 
There were no employee updates.  
 

6. Representative Reports 
 
6.1. Harrington Hall (Tyler) 
Hi everyone, so on Friday we topped off our Winter Week with our Jersey Party. We had a great turn out. 
By the end of the night, we had around 75 sign ins. I had the time to chat around at the party and I heard a lot 
of good things about it and everyone had a good time. So, other than that we started talking about a few 
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activities looking forward for next year. Most importantly, our next party. This time we’re going 

with Two Year’s Eve on January 11, 2019. This time we’re going to go more with a formal vibe, so its 
more of like a second New Year’s, just to, kind of, bring the house back together after Christmas Break. And 
that is pretty much all I have. I hope you guys all have a good Christmas break.  
 
Emma: Are you going to let Husoni in for free? 
Tyler: I’m lifting my invisible thing. I didn’t see him 
 
 

6.2. Vanier Hall (Megan) 
Hey everyone, I hope everybody is doing well. So, last Friday we had our election in Vanier and we have 
elected a new First Year Rep. and her name is Jaylene DeAdder and she’s very enthusiastic and excited 
about the new position, so that’s awesome. I’m really happy for her. I also went to Graci’s movie night on 
Sunday, I know she’s not here but told me to share that 21 people came and we were really happy with the 
turn out because the weather wasn’t really good. It was fun, we watched the Grinch and had some snacks, 
which was a good time. And, I, also, hosted my Christmas event in residence, on Monday, and we made some 
Vanier themed ornaments and enjoyed some holiday treats. I hope everybody has a really great Christmas 
break.  
 

6.3. Holy Cross House (Madison) 
Hey everybody, so as the last week, again, we are now in the middle of Thunder Friends at Holy Cross. So, 
last night was our first night everyone went around sneakily, at midnight, putting gifts out in front of 
everybody’s door, then you open your door and get your gift and you’re like, “Ooo, what is it?” Second night 
is tonight, I’m sure they’re putting gifts around, like right now. Then, tomorrow night at 5:30 we have our 
Hot Chocolate Social where there’s going to be a gift for everybody underneath the tree and we all sit and 
open them and guess who our thunder friend is. So, that’s going to be super fun, and then we’re all planning 
to go down to the formal, of course, so hyping that too. Besides that, we put our Christmas tree up last night, 
so we’re all ready for the Hot Chocolate Social tomorrow night and house clothing will be happening in 
January.  
 

6.4. Rigby Hall (Jenicca) 
Hello everybody, so Kennedy, who is our current Social Rep., she had our last event for the year which was 
cookie decorating and gingerbread house making, which went really well, she said we had a great turn out. 
She is leaving for the second semester, though, and we have elected a new Social Rep., her name is Mikayla 
Phinney. And, also, Wil Robertson, who is our VP internal, he wanted me to make an announcement that he 
is looking for people to, potentially, be on a curling team at STU and he just wanted me to put that out there. 
If there is anyone who might be interested, or just to spread that around. Yeah, he said he is looking for any 
athlete who has prior competitive curling experience. I hope you all have a great Christmas break and good 
luck with your exams.  
 
Katrina: If anyone did want to join that, do you have contact info.?  
Jenicca: Yes, sure. I have his email address.  
Katrina: It’s not for me, just generally. 
Jenicca: He made a poster. Am I allowed to send that to the communications group?  
Emma: I think we have that, too, I think we might have plugged it or seen it? 
Husoni: It was on facebook. 
Jenicca: Yeah, I’ll send that out to you guys, the poster, and then you guys can all share it. 

 
6.5. Off-Campus (Katrina and Sarie) 
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Sarie: I just want to say thank you to all you guys for everything this semester, as well. And 

Brianna and Emma for representing everyone this last week and taking time out of school to go do that 
in Ottawa. And Jarrod and Husoni for doing so well at the Moot Court Competition last week. I know this 
has nothing to do with Council, but I just want to say congratulations for that. And Wasiimah, good job girl. 
And that’s everything for me.  
 
Katrina: Hi everyone, so I know last week I said that we were pretty much finished but turns out I lied. We 
decided to do one more thing for the holiday. So, inspired by the residence room competition that Rez Life 
puts on, we are doing an OC Decorating Contest. So, basically, all the rules to this are on our event, which is 
on Facebook. I just contacted Autumn, so hopefully she’ll be plugging that soon. But yeah, so, basically, 
anyone living off campus who is a STUdent can upload a picture of their holiday decorations to the event and 
then on the 20th, myself, Sarie and Marlyne will pick the top 5 most festive. And then, whoever has the most 
likes and the second most likes are going to get gift cards. So, its, kind of, just a fun thing to get peoples mind 
off of exams and finals and all of the stressful stuff going on and, maybe, just lighten up the last few weeks of 
the semester. And that’s all we have going on right now.  
 
Emma: What is your criterion for most festive?  
Katrina: Great question. So, we’re looking for theme and overall wonderful cheer.  
 
Sarie: Or even just being unique. You know, it could be wonderful, but it could be very different or festive. 
You don’t know what we might think is the best.  
 

6.6. Social Inclusion Representative (Sarah) 
No report available. 

 
6.7. Sexuality & Gender Diversity Representative (Sara) 
No report available. 
 

6.8. International Student Representative (Diana) 
No report available.  
 

6.9. Indigenous Representative  
No report available. 
 

6.9. At-Large Representative (Nikita and Hannah) 
No report available. 
 

6.10. Grad Class President (Anisha) 
No report available.  
 

6.11. Faculty of Education Representative (Stewart) 
Good-evening everyone, I don’t have a whole lot to report. Tonight, I attended the first of three sections for 
hiring two new positions for the School of Education for next semester. It went really well, and he seems like 
a really good instructor. And that’s it, so, yeah, Goodluck to everyone on their last week of classes, big 
assignments and exams.  
 

6.12. First Year Representative (Graci) 
No report available.  
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7. New Business  
There was no new business.  

 
 

8. Questions, Announcements & Notices   
Wasiimah: I really hope you’re all excited for the Winter Formal because I sure am, and I’m ready for it to be 
done and have a good time. Goodluck on your exams and, again, thank you for being such a passionate 
Council and for making our jobs so much easier and so much more enjoyable. And, a good thing I’ve learned 
today, I was talking to Kelly Humber-Kelly and our retention rate at STU really increased and I feel like 
everyone’s work and the activities that we put together really helps students build that community and stay 
here. So, I would just like to thank everyone for all your hard work.  
 
Brianna: There’s lots of food left, and hot chocolate, so please go and eat some. It’s for you folks. But I just 
wanted to echo everything that was said throughout the course of the meeting. I don’t think you folks give 
yourself enough credit, this is an exceptionally productive and lovely Council to sit around. I do have to say, 
I’ve been sitting around this table four years and you all are the best. It’s just that you folks are so polite, the 
decorum at meetings is so, so professional and so kind. But, also, fun, we’re able to joke around and have 
really enjoyable meetings and I just can’t tell you how wonderful that’s been this year. I really look forward 
to coming to these meetings, I look forward to working with all of you and I hope that you have enjoyed your 
roles thus far. But I really, really appreciate all the time and effort you folks put in to making students lives 
here at St. Thomas better and more enjoyable and more fun, and you all deserve a great, restful and fantastic 
Christmas break. Goodluck on exams and I hope to see you looking fancy tomorrow at the Winter Formal, 
but if not, that’s cool too, I respect that. But thank you all for a fantastic semester and I look forward to 
seeing you next year. 
 
Madison: I had someone come ask me about emergency bursaries and they applied for one and is wondering 
how long it takes for it to be reviewed. Does anybody know? 
 
Wasiimah: Usually, it shouldn’t take more than a week, for instance, when Brianna is away, sometimes we 
don’t meet in person, but we try to discuss it over email. We’re meeting tomorrow, if you don’t mind 
mentioning the name, maybe or the application that has been received has already been reviewed, which I 
don’t think I received an application.  
 
Madison: I’ll tell you the name after. 
Wasiimah: Yes, perfect, thank you. 

9. Adjournment 
Motion for adjournment was moved by Wasiimah. 
Seconded by Laura. 
Motion for adjournment was carried. 
Adjournment at 8:21 pm. 

 
 
 
Submission: 
The minutes were respectfully submitted to the Vice-President of Administration on December 8, 2018.  
 
Brianna Hill 
su_secretary@stu.ca 
Recording Secretary  
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